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Establishing insights across different teams 
can be a challenge  - a part of your digital 
disconnect. Utilize Prediktor’s model driven 
visual insights 

dashboards for a running start! Prediktor 
Visual Insights is based on a leading open 
community platform, providing you with the 
freedom to operate.

Prediktor Visual Insights 
Dashboards

Real-time insights always available at your 
fingertips–on desktop or mobile. Link and 
reduce vast amounts of data into actionable 
insights. Graphical presentations are 
organized in smart visuals, highlighting key 

Based on open source dashboard software: 
Query, visualize, alert on, and explore 
insights– wherever they are stored. In plain 
English, the product to turn your time–series 
data into beautiful graphs and visualizations.

Templating function makes Prediktor Visual 
Insights dashboard visualizations more: 
Interactive, customizable, shareable, scalable 

performance indicators, operations status, 
and historical trends. All enabling smart 
decision making; the solution for efficient 
sharing of insights, across different teams 
and mitigating the digital disconnect.

Utilize Prediktor Visual 
Insights model driven 
dashboards for a running 
start! 
When used with Prediktor MAP Gateway, 
Prediktor Visual Insights provides the 
architecture for the easiest, most efficient 
and maintainable dashboard solution. With 
an underlying information model, dashboards 
are created in seconds with templates– while 
maintaining the ability to tailor when required.

From digital disconnect to valuable insights; 
try Prediktor Visual Insights Dashboards. The 
product for; smarter, more interactive, and 
visually attractive presentation of insights– 
utilizing advanced analytics and semantics to 
simplify complexities– adding context to raw 
data.

Features

and on-the-go efficient, access your insights 
anytime, anywhere– on any device with fast 
renderings.

Real-time contextualized multilevel insights 
make Prediktor Visual Insights the perfect 
match for on premises or cloud data 
warehouses– the ultimate match for working 
across different teams.



Prediktor Visual Insights Example
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